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Solar direct, indirect and hybrid thermochemical processes are presented for the generation of

hydrogen and compared to alternate solar hydrogen processes. A hybrid solar thermal/

electrochemical process combines efficient photovoltaics and concentrated excess sub-bandgap

heat into highly efficient elevated temperature solar electrolysis of water and generation of H2 fuel

utilizing the thermodynamic temperature induced decrease of EH2O
with increasing temperature.

Theory and experiment is presented for this process using semiconductor bandgap restrictions and

combining photodriven charge transfer, with excess sub-bandgap insolation to lower the water

potential, and their combination into highly efficient solar generation of H2 is attainable.

Fundamental water thermodynamics and solar photosensitizer constraints determine solar energy

to hydrogen fuel conversion efficiencies in the 50% range over a wide range of insolation,

temperature, pressure and photosensitizer bandgap conditions.

Introduction to solar thermal formation of H2

Comparison of solar hydrogen processes

Solar energy-driven water-splitting combines several attractive

features for energy utilization. The energy source (sun) and

reactive media (water) for solar water-splitting are readily

available and are renewable, and the resultant fuel (generated

H2) and its discharge product (water) are each environmentally

benign. Energy conversion, storage and utilization via the

clean solar water-splitting/hydrogen fuel cycle is summarized

in Scheme 1, without (left side) and with (right side) the

inclusion of solar energy. This review presents one of the more

promising renewable energy sources under consideration, the

hybrid thermochemical solar generation of hydrogen. This

energy source is capable of sustaining the highest solar energy

conversion efficiencies and fits well into a clean hydrogen

energy cycle.

To better understand the significance of an efficient solar

hydrogen formation process, it is useful to introduce it in the

context of other hydrogen technologies. Actualization of a

hydrogen, rather than fossil fuel, economy requires H2 storage,

utilization and generation processes; the latter is the least

developed of these technologies. H2 generated from the

reforming of fossil fuels would again release carbon dioxide

as a greenhouse gas. Solar water-splitting can provide clean,

renewable sources of hydrogen fuel without greenhouse gas

evolution. A variety of approaches have been studied to

achieve this important goal. These include photosynthetic,

biological and photochemical solar water-splitting; each has

exhibited solar energy-to-hydrogen conversion efficiencies,

gsolar, of the order of only 1%. Photothermal processes have

been reported in the gsolar 5 1–10% range, and photovoltaic or

photoelectrochemical solar water-splitting has reached

gsolar 5 18%.1–4 The highest solar efficiencies have been

observed recently with a hybrid process, which unlike the other
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processes, incorporates full utilization of the solar spectrum,

further enhancing achievable solar conversion efficiencies. This

hybrid process, combines solar photo- and solar thermal-

energy conversion, with high temperature electrochemical

water-electrolysis for generation of hydrogen fuel.

Solar thermal, hybrid and photoelectrochemical hydrogen

At high temperatures (T . 2000 uC), water chemically

disproportionates to H2 and O2 (without electrolysis). Hence,

in principal, using solar energy to directly heat water to these

temperatures, hydrogen can be spontaneously generated. This

is the basis for all direct thermochemical solar water-splitting

processes.1 However, catalysis, gas recombination and con-

tainment material limitations above 2000 uC have led to very

low solar efficiencies for direct solar thermal hydrogen

generation. Other thermal approaches are either indirect2,4

or hybrid processes.3 Multi-step, indirect, solar thermal

reaction processes to generate hydrogen at lower temperatures

have been studied, and a variety of pertinent, reaction

processes considered. These reactions are conducted in a

cycle to regenerate and reuse the original reactions

(ideally, with the only net reactant water, and the only net

products hydrogen and oxygen). Such cycles suffer from

challenges often encountered in multi-step reactions.2,4 While

these cycles can operate at lower temperatures than the direct

thermal chemical generation of hydrogen, efficiency losses can

occur at each of the steps in the multiple step sequence,

resulting in low overall solar-to-hydrogen energy conversion

efficiencies.

Electrochemical water-splitting, generating H2 and O2 at

separate electrodes, largely circumvents the gas recombination

and high temperature limitations occurring in thermal hydro-

gen processes. There has been ongoing experimental and

theoretical interest in utilizing solar-generated electrical charge

to drive electrochemical water-splitting (electrolysis) for

hydrogen generation.5–10 Early photoelectrochemical models

had underestimated low solar water-splitting conversion

efficiencies, predicting that a maximum of y15% would be

attainable. This was increased to y30% solar water-splitting

modeled conversion efficiency by eliminating (i) the linkage of

photo- to electrolysis-surface area, (ii) non-ideal matching of

photo- and electrolysis-potentials, and incorporating the

effectiveness of contemporary (iii) electrolysis catalysts and

(iv) efficient multiple bandgap photosensitizers.9 Our experi-

mental water-splitting cell incorporating these features

achieved over 18% solar energy-to-hydrogen conversion

efficiency, Scheme 2. However, these models and experiments

did not incorporate solar heat effects improvements on the

electrolysis energetics of charge utilization, or semiconductor

imposed heat utilization limitations.

The UV and visible energy-rich portion of the solar

spectrum is transmitted through H2O. Therefore sensitization,

such as via semiconductors, is required to drive the electrical

charge for the water-splitting process. In photoelectrochemical

processes, illuminated semiconductors drive redox processes in

solution.11 The principal advantages of photoelectrochemical-

(PEC) compared to solid state photovoltaic- (PV) charge

transfer, are the possiblity for internal electrochemical charge

storage12–14 and the fact that solution-phase processes can be

used to influence the energetics of photo-driven charge

transfer.9,15–18 The principal disadvantage is that exposure to

the electrolyte can lead to semiconductor deterioration. PV

water-splitting processes utilize a photo-absorber connected

ex situ by an electronic conductor into the electrolyte, to

electrochemically drive water-splitting, e.g. an illuminated

solar cell wired to an electrolyzer. While PEC water-splitting

processes utilize in situ immersion of a photo-absorber in a

chemical solution, such as an illuminated semiconductor in

water for electrochemically driven water-splitting.19 The

significant fundamental components of PV and PEC hydrogen

generation are identical, but from a pragmatic viewpoint the

PV process seems preferred, as it isolates the semiconductor

from contact and corrosion with the electrolyte. Illuminated

semiconductors, such as TiO2 and InP can split water, but their

wide bandgap, Eg, limits the photo-response to a small fraction

of the incident solar energy, and studies have generally focused

on diminishing the high Eg for solar water-splitting, by tuning

(decreasing) the Eg of the photosensitizers to better match the

water-splitting potential, EH2O
.20,21 Multiples of electrolyzers

and photovoltaics can be combined to produce an efficient

Scheme 1 The hydrogen fuel cycle is an environmentally benign process for the utilization, storage/transport and generation of energy. What will

be the energy source to provide H2 for a hydrogen economy (left)? The right side of the scheme utilizes solar energy in the generation and/or storage

of hydrogen fuel.
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match of the generated and consumed power. Also, multiple

bandgap semiconductors can be combined to generate a single

photovoltage well matched to the electrolysis cell, and over

18% conversion energy efficiency of solar to hydrogen has

been demonstrated (Scheme 2) albeit at room temperature

(without the benefit of higher efficiency solar thermal

processes).19,22,23

At higher temperature a hybrid process overcomes the

limitations and combines the advantages of photothermal and

PV or PEC water splitting processes. IR radiation, is

energetically insufficient to drive conventional solar cells.

Hence PV and PEC solar electrolysis discard (by reflectance or

as re-radiated heat) solar thermal radiation. However, the

hybrid process can utilize the full solar spectrum energy

leading to substantially higher solar energy efficiencies. As

seen in Scheme 3, and as described in a later section of this

chapter, in the hybrid process the solar IR is not discarded, but

instead separated and utilized to heat water, which substan-

tially decreases the necessary electrochemical potential to split

the water and substantially increases the solar hydrogen energy

conversion efficiencies.

Direct solar thermal hydrogen generation

Direct thermochemical water splitting consists of heating

water to a high temperature and separating the spontaneously

formed hydrogen from the equilibrium mixture. Although

conceptually simple, this process has been impeded by high

Scheme 2 Representation (inset) and measured characteristics of the illuminated AlGaAs/Si RuO2/Ptblack gsolar 5 18% photoelectrolysis cell.9

Scheme 3 Solar water electrolysis improvement through excess solar heat utilization via thermal electrochemical hybrid H2 generation.3
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temperature material limitations and the need to separate

H2 and O2 to avoid ending up with an explosive mixture.

Unfortunately, for thermal water splitting T . 2500 K is

necessary to achieve a significant degree of hydrogen

dissociation. The free energy, DG, of the gas reaction H2O

O H2 + KO2, does not become zero until the temperature

is increased to 4310 K at 1 bar pressure of H2O, H2 and

O2. Smaller amounts of product are barely discernable at

2000 K.3 The entropy, DS, driving the negative of the

temperature derivative of the free energy of water, is

simply too small to make direct decomposition feasible at this

time.4

The production of hydrogen by direct thermal splitting of

water generated a considerable amount of research during the

period 1975–1985. Fletcher and co-workers in the USA

stressed the thermodynamic advantages of a one-step process

with heat input at as high a temperature as possible.25 The

theoretical and practical aspects were examined by Lede and

others.1,26 The main emphases in these investigations were the

thermodynamics and the demonstration of the feasibility of the

process. However, no adequate solution to the crucial problem

of separation of the products of water-splitting has been

worked out so far, although effort was devoted to demonstrate

the possibility of product separation at low temperature, after

quenching the hot gas mixtures by heat exchange cooling, by

immersion of the irradiated, heated target in a reactor of liquid

water, by rapid turbulent gas jets, or rapid quenching by

injection of a cold gas.2

In order to attain efficient collection of solar radiation in a

solar reactor operating at the requisite 2500 K, it is necessary

to reach a high radiation concentration of the order 10 000.

For example a 3 MW solar tower facility consists of a field of

64 506 concentrating heliostats. By directing all the heliostats

to reflect the sun’s rays towards a common target, a

concentration ratio of only 3000 may be obtained, and to

enhance this requires a secondary concentration optical

system.27

Ordinary steels can’t resist temperatures above a few

hundred degrees centigrade, while the various stainless

steels, including the more exotic ones, fail at less than

1300 K. In the range 3000–1800 C alumina, mullite or fused

silica may be used. A temperature range of about 2500 K

requires the use of special materials for the solar reactor.

Higher melting point materials can have additional challenges;

carbide or nitride composites are likely to react with water

splitting products at the high temperatures needed for the

reaction.1

When the high temperature gas phase equilibrium of water

occurs, in addition to H2O, H2 and O2, the atomic components

H and O need to be considered. The fraction of these species

is relatively insignificant at temperatures below 2500 K, as

the pressure equilibrium constants for either diatomic hydro-

gen or oxygen formation from their atoms are each greater

than 103 at T ¡ 2500 K. However, the atomic components

become increasingly significant at higher temperatures. The

pressure equilibrium constants of the water dissociation

reaction over a range of temperatures24 are summarized in

eqn. (1) for the relevant four equilibria, and their associated

equlibrium constants Ki, considered for the water-splitting at

temperatures in which significant, spontaneous formation of

H2 occurs:

H2O O HO + H (K1)
HO O H + O (K2)

2H O H2 (K3)
2O O O2 (K4)

(1)

T 5 2500 KT 5 3000 KT 5 3500 KK11.34 6 10248.56 6
10231.68 6 1021K24.22 6 10241.57 6 10222.10 6
1021K31.52 6 1033.79 6 1012.67 6 100K44.72 6 1037.68 6
1014.01 6 100

Kogan has calculated that at a pressure of 0.05 bar water

dissociation is barely discernible at 2000 K. By increasing the

temperature to 2500 K, 25% of water vapor dissociates at the

same pressure. A further increase in temperature to 2800 K

under constant pressure causes 55% of the vapor to dissociate.1

These basic facts reflect the challenges that must be overcome

for practical hydrogen production by a solar thermal water-

splitting process: (a) attainment of very high solar reactor

temperatures, (b) solution of the materials problems connected

with the construction of a reactor that can contain the water-

spitting products at the reaction temperature and (c) develop-

ment of an effective method of in situ separation of hydrogen

from the mixture of water-splitting.

Separation of the generated hydrogen from the mixture of

the water-splitting products, to prevent explosive recombina-

tion, is another challenge for thermochemically generated

water-splitting processes. From the perspective of the high

molecular weight ratio of oxygen and hydrogen, separation of

the thermochemically generated hydrogen from the mixture of

the water-splitting products by gas diffusion through a porous

ceramic membrane can be relatively effective. Membranes that

have been considered include commercial and specially

prepared porous zironcias, although sintering was observed

to occur under thermal water-splitting conditions,1,28 and

ZrO2–TiO2–Y2O3 oxides.29 In such membranes, it is necessary

to maintain a Knudsen Flow regime across the porous wall.24

The molecular mean free path l in the gas must be greater than

the average pore diameter w.1 A double-membrane configura-

tion has been suggested as superior to a single-membrane

reactor.30

In recent times, there have been relatively few studies on the

direct thermochemical generation of hydrogen by water-

splitting1,24,28–31 due to continuing high temperature material

limitations. Principal recent experimental work has been

performed by Kogan and associates.1,28 In 2004, Bayara

reiterated that conversion rates in direct thermochemical

processes are still quite low and new reactor designs, operation

schemes and materials are needed for a new breakthrough in

this field.31

Indirect (multistep) solar thermal H2 generation

Indirect solar thermal splitting of water utilizes a reaction

sequence, whose individual steps require lower temperatures

than the direct solar thermal process. Historically, the reaction

of reactive metals and reactive metal hydrides with water or

T 5 2500 K T 5 3000 K T 5 3500 K
K1 1.34 6 1024 8.56 6 1023 1.68 6 1021

K2 4.22 6 1024 1.57 6 1022 2.10 6 1021

K3 1.52 6 103 3.79 6 101 2.67 6 100

K4 4.72 6 103 7.68 6 101 4.01 6 100
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acid was the standard way of producing pure hydrogen. These

reactions involved sodium metal or calcium hydride with

water, or zinc metal with hydrochloric acid, or metallic iron or

ferrous oxide with steam, to produce H2. All these methods are

quite outdated and expensive.

Multi-reaction processes to produce hydrogen from water,

with a higher thermal efficiency have been extensively studied.

As summarized in Fig. 1 a variety of pertinent, spontaneous

processes can be considered which have a negative reaction

free energy at temperatures considerably below that for water.

These reactions are conducted in a cycle to regenerate and

reuse the original reactions (ideally, with the only net reactant

water and the only net products hydrogen and oxygen). While

these cycles operate at much lower temperatures than the

direct thermal chemical generation of hydrogen, conversion

efficiencies are insufficient and interest in these cycles has

waned. Efficiency losses can occur at each of the steps in the

multiple step sequence, resulting in low overall solar-to-

hydrogen energy conversion efficiencies. Interest in indirect

thermal chemical generation of hydrogen started approxi-

mately 40 years ago. An upsurge in interest occurred with an

average of over 70 papers per year from 1975 through 1985.

Following that time, and the lack of clear success, publications

have diminished to approximately 10 per year.4 An overview

of indirect thermochemical processes for hydrogen generation

has been presented by Funk, with 2 to 6 steps in the total

reaction cycle, each operating at a maximum temperature of

920 to 1120 K.4

Status reviews on multiple-step cycles have been pre-

sented2,4,32 and leading candidates include a 3-step cycle based

on the thermal decomposition of H2SO4 at 1130 K, and a

4-step cycle based on the hydrolysis of CaBr2 and FeBr2 at

1020 and 870 K: This process involving two Ca and two Fe

compounds at T ¡ 1050 K has received some attention.4 The

process is operated in a cyclic manner in which the solids

remain in their reaction vessels and the flow of gases is

switched when the desired reaction extent is reached. This can

be summarized as follows:

CaBr2(s) + H2O(l) A CaO(s) + 2HBr(g)

CaO(s) + Br2(g) A CaBr2(s) + O2(g)

Fe3O4(s) + 8HBr(g) A 3FeBr2(s) + 4H2O(g) + 2Br2(g)

3FeBr2(s) + 4H2O(g) A Fe3O4(s) + 6HBr(g) + H2(g)

(2)

One of the most actively studied candidate metal oxide

redox pairs for the 2-step cycle reactions is ZnO/Zn. Several

chemical aspects of the thermal dissociation of ZnO have been

investigated including reaction rates, Zn separation, and heat

recovery in the presence of O2. Cycles incorporating ZnO

continue to be of active research interest.2,33–36

Higher temperatures, are needed for more efficient indirect

solar thermal processes, such as two-step thermal chemical

cycles using metal oxide reactions.2 The first step is solar

thermal, the metal oxide endothermic dissociation to a lower-

valence, or to the metal. The second step is non-solar, and is

the exothermic hydrolysis of the metal to form H2 and the

corresponding metal oxide. The net reaction remains H2O 5

H2 + KO2, but as H2 and O2 are formed in different steps, the

need for high-T gas separation is thereby eliminated.

1st step (solar): MxOy A xM + y/2O2

2nd step (non-solar): xM + yH2 A MxOy + yH2

(3)

where M is a metal and MxOy is the corresponding metal

oxide. The redox pairs Fe3O4/FeO, TiO2/TiOx, Mn3O4/MnO,

Co3O4/CoO and MnO with NaOH have been studied and also

the mixed metal oxides of the type (Fe12xMx)3O4/

(Fe12xMx)12yO.2,33,36 These processes retain many of

the T . 2000 K material challenges faced by direct thermal

water-splitting.

Fig. 1 Temperature variation of the free energy for several decomposition reactions pertinent to hydrogen generation. Modified from ref. 34.
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Solar-thermal/electrochemical/photo-hydrogen

Development of hybrid thermal hydrogen generation

Nicholson and Carlisle first generated hydrogen by water

electrolysis in 1800. Modifications, such as steam electrolysis,

or illuminated semiconductor electrolysis,20 had been reported

by the 1970s. The electrolysis of water, can be substantially

enhanced by heating the water with excess solar thermal

energy. This hybrid solar hydrogen process is delineated in this

section. Fundamental water thermodyanmics and solar photo-

sensitizer constraints will be shown to be consistent with

hybrid solar-to-hydrogen fuel conversion efficiencies in the

50% range, over a wide range of insolation, temperature,

pressure and photosensitizer bandgap conditions.

With increasing temperature, the quantitative decrease in

the electrochemical potential necessary to split water to

hydrogen and oxygen had been well known by the 1950’s,36

and as early as 1980 Bockris noted from this relationship, that

solar thermal energy could decrease the necessary energy for

the electrolytic generation of hydrogen.37 However, the process

combines elements of solid state physics, insolation and

electrochemical theory, complicating rigorous theoretical

support of the process. Our fundamental thermodynamic

feasibility of the solar thermal electrochemical generation of

hydrogen was initially derived in 2002.38,39 The novel theory

combines photo-driven charge transfer, with excess sub-

bandgap insolation to lower the water potential, and derives

rigorous semiconductor bandgap restricted, thermally

enhanced, solar water-splitting efficiencies in excess of 50%.

In 2004 experimental support, which is described in the latter

sections, was provided in support of the theory.40

Theory of efficient solar thermal hybrid/H2 processes

Thermally-assisted solar electrolysis consists of (i) light

harvesting, (ii) spectral resolution of thermal (sub-bandgap)

and electronic (super-bandgap) radiation, the latter of which

(iiia) drives photovoltaic or photoelectrochemical charge

transfer V(iH2O), while the former (iiib) elevates water to

temperature T, and pressure, p; finally (iv) V(iH2O) driven

electrolysis of H2O(T,p). This solar thermal water electrolysis

assisted process (photothermal electrochemical water-splitting)

is presented in Scheme 3. Rather than a field of concentrators,

systems may use individual solar concentrators. This hybrid

process provides a pathway for efficient solar energy utiliza-

tion. Electrochemical water-splitting, generating H2 and O2 at

separate electrodes, circumvents the gas recombination limita-

tions or multiple-step repeated Carnot losses of solar thermo-

chemical H2 formation. This section provides a novel hybrid

high temperature process with derivation of bandgap-

restricted thermally-enhanced solar water-splitting efficiencies.

As discussed in the earlier sections, our previous model had

described ambient temperature solar/H2 energy conversion

processes, and predicted limits of y30% solar energy water-

splitting conversion efficiency at room temperature. However,

this model did not incorporate the potential benefits (and

constraints) of available excess heat.

Photo-driven charge transfer through a semiconductor

junction does not utilize photons which have energy below

the semiconductor bandgap. Hence a silicon photovoltaic

device does not utilize radiation below its bandgap of y1.1 eV,

while a AlGaAs/GaAs multiple bandgap photovoltaic does not

utilize radiation of energy less than the 1.43 eV bandgap of

GaAs. This unutilized, available long wavelength insolation

represents a significant fraction of the solar spectrum, and can

be separated to heat water prior to electrolysis. The thermo-

dynamics of heated water dissociation are more favorable than

at room temperature. This is expressed by a decrease in the

requisite water electrolysis potential, which can considerably

enhance solar water-splitting efficiencies.

The H2-generating water-splitting reaction spontaneity is

determined by water’s free energy of formation, DGuf, which

via the Faraday constant, F, yields the water electrolysis rest

potential, EuH2O
:

H2O A H2 + KO2

2DGusplit 5 DGuf (25 uC,1 bar,H2Oliq) 5 2237.1 kJ mol21

EuH2O
(25 uC, 1 bar, H2Oliq) 5 DGuf(H2O)/2F 5 1.229 V

(4)

Reaction 4 is endothermic, and electrolyzed water will cool

unless external heat is supplied. The enthalpy balance and its

related thermoneutral potential, Etneut, are given by:

2DHusplit 5 DHuf (25 uC,1 bar,H2Oliq) 5 2285.8 kJ mol21

Etneutu(25 uC,1 bar,H2Oliq) 5 2DHf(H2Oliq)/2F 5 1.481 V
(5)

The water electrolysis rest potential, eqn. (4), is determined

from extrapolation to ideal conditions. Variations of the

concentration, c, and pressure, p, from ideality are respectively

expressed by the activity (or fugacity for a gas), as a 5 cc (or cp

for a gas), with the ideal state defined at 1 atmosphere for a

pure liquid (or solid), and extrapolated from p 5 0 or for a gas

or infinite dilution for a dissolved species. The formal

potential, measured under real conditions of c and p can

deviate significantly from the (ideal thermodynamic) rest

potential, as for example the activity of water, aw, at, or near,

ambient conditions generally ranges from approximately 1 for

dilute solutions to less than 0.1 for concentrated alkaline and

acidic electrolytes.41–43 The potential for the dissociation of

water decreases from 1.229 V at 25 uC in the liquid phase to

1.167 V at 100 uC in the gas phase. Above the boiling the point,

pressure is used to express the variation of water activity. The

variations of the electrochemical potential for water in liquid

and gas phases are given by:

For A 5 (cH2
pH2

cO2
pO2

)1/2

E(H2Oliq) 5 Eu(H2Oliq) + (RT/2F)ln(A/aw)

E(H2Ogas) 5 Eu(H2Ogas) + (RT/2F)ln(A/cH2O
pH2O

)
(6)

The critical point of water is 374 uC and 221 bar. Below the

boiling point, EuH2O
is similar for 1 bar and high water

pressure, but diverges sharply above these conditions. Values

of EuH2O
(1 bar) at 25, 100, 1000 and 1500 uC respectively are

1.229 V, 1.167 V, 0.919 V and 0.771 V; and EuH2O
(500 bar) at

100 and 1000 uC are 1.163 V and 0.580 V, respectively. Due to

overpotential losses, f, the necessary applied potential to drive

water electrolyis, VH2O
, is:

VH2O
(T) 5 EuH2O

(T) + fanod + fcathod 5 (1 + f) EuH2O
(T) (7)
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The water electrolysis potential energy conversion efficiency

occurring at temperature, T, is gechem(T) ; EuH2O
(T)/VH2O

(T).

Solar water-splitting processes utilize ambient temperature

water as a reactant. An interesting case occurs if heat is

introduced into the system; that is when electrolysis occurs at

an elevated temperature, T, using water heated from 25 uC.

The ratio of the standard potential of water at 25u and T, is

r 5 EuH2O
(25 uC)/EuH2O

(T). As shown in Fig. 2 EuH2O
(T)

diminishes with increasing temperature. Hence, an effective

water-splitting energy conversion efficiency of g9echem . 1 can

occur, to convert 25 uC water to H2 by electrolysis at T:

g9echem 5 rgechem(T) 5 EuH2O
(25 uC)/VH2O

(T) (8)

For low overpotential electrolysis, VH2O
(T . 25 uC) can be

less than EuH2O
(25 uC), resulting in g9echem . 1 from eqn. (8).

The overall solar energy conversion efficiency of water-

splitting is constrained by the product of the available solar

energy electronic conversion efficiency, gphot, with the water

electrolysis energy conversion efficiency.5 For solar photo-

thermal water electrolysis, a portion of the solar spectrum will

be used to drive charge transfer, and an unused, separate

portion of the insolation will be used to raise ambient water to

a temperature T:

gsolar 5 gphotrgechem 5 gphot?1.229/VH2O
(T) (9)

Conditions of gsolar . gphot will be shown to place specific

restrictions on the photosensitizer. When VH2O
, Etneut, heat

must flow to compensate cooling which occurs at the

electrolysis rate, that is, for an enthalpy balanced system any

additional required heat must flow in a flux equivalent to

iheat 5 iH2O
, and at an average power Pheat, such that:

Etneut 5 VH2O
+ Pheat/iH2O (10)

A photoelectrolysis system can contain multiple photo

harvesting units and electrolysis units, where the ratio of

electrolysis to photovolatic units is defined as R. Efficient

water-splitting occurs with the system configured to match the

water electrolysis and photopower maximum power point, in

which a photo-driven charge from a photon flux generates a

current density (electrons per unit area) to provide the two

stoichiometric electrons per split water molecule. For example,

due to a low photo-potential, a photo-driven charge from three

serially-arranged Si energy gap devices may be required to

dissociate a single room temperature water molecule.

Alternately, as in a multiple bandgap device such as

AlGaAs/GaAs, the high potential of a single photodriven

charge may be sufficient to dissocate two water molecules.

For this hybrid solar driven charge transfer, the power is

described by the product of the insolation power, Psun, with

gphot, which is then applied to electrolysis, gphotPsun 5

Pechem 5 iH2O
VH2O

. Rearranging for iH2O
, and substitution

into eqn. (10), yields for heat balanced solar electrolysis at

conditions of T and p, initiating with 25 uC, 1 bar water:

Etneut 5 1.481 V 5 VH2O
(T,p) (1 + Pheat/gphotPsun) (11)

Fig. 3 presents the available insolation power,

Plmax
(mW cm22) of the integrated solar spectrum up to a

minimum electronic excitation frequency, nmin(eV), determined

by integrating the solar spectral irradiance, S (mWcm22nm21),

as a function of a maximum insolation wavelength, lmax(nm).

This Plmax
is calculated for the conventional terrestial

Fig. 2 Thermodynamic and electrochemical values for water dis-

sociation to H2 and O2 as a function of temperature, as calculated in

ref. 3. The pH2O 5 1 bar curves without squares are for liquid water

through 100 uC and for steam at higher temperatures. The high

pressure values curve (pH2O 5 500 bar; pH2 5 pO2 5 1 bar) occurs at

potential lower than that of 1 bar water. Note, the density of the high

pressure fluid is similar to that of the liquid and may be generated in a

confined space by heating or electrolyzing liquid water.

Fig. 3 Solar irradiance (mW cm22 nm21) is in the figure inset, and

total insolation power (mW cm22) is in the main figure of the solar

spectrum.3
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insolation spectrum either above the atmosphere, AM0, or

through a 1.5 atmosphere pathway, AM1.5. Relative to the

total power, Psun, of either the AM0 or AM1.5 insolation, the

fraction of this power available through the insolation edge is

designated Prel 5 Plmax
/Psun. In solar energy-balanced electro-

lysis, excess heat is available primarily as photons without

sufficient energy for electronic excitation. The fraction these

sub-bandgap photons in insolation is aheat 5 1 2 Prel, and

comprises an incident power of aheatPsun.

Fig. 4 presents the variation of the minimum electronic

excitation frequency, nmin with aheat, determined from Prel

using the values of Plmax
summarized in Fig. 3. A semicon-

ductor sensitizer is constrained not to utilize incident energy

below the bandgap. As seen in Fig. 4 by the intersection of the

solid line with nmin, over one third of insolation power occurs

at nmin , 1.43 eV (867 nm), equivalent to the IR not absorbed

by GaAs or wider bandgap materials. The calculations include

both the AM0 and AM1.5 spectra. In the relevant visible and

IR range from 0.5 to 3.1 eV (¡0.03 eV) for AM1.5 insolation

spectra, nmin(aheat,), eV is well represented (R2
¢ 0.999) by the

polynomial fits:

nAM0 5 0.53008 + 3.1405aheat 2 3.0687aheat
2 +

2.9103aheat
3 (12)

When captured at a thermal efficiency of gheat, the sub-

bandgap insolation power is gheataheatPsun. Other available

system heating sources include absorbed super-bandgap

photons which do not effectuate charge separation, Precomb,

and non-insolation sources, Pamb, such as heat available from

the ambient environment heat sink, and Precov, such as heat

recovered from process cycling or subsequent H2 fuel

utilization. The power equivalent for losses, such as the low

power consumed in delivering the heated water to electrolysis,

Ppump, can also be incorporated. Together these comprise the

power for heat balanced electrolysis, which with Pheat from

eqn. (11) yields aheat:

Pheat 5 gheataheatPsun + b; b 5 Precomb + Pamb +
Precov 2 Ppump

(13)

aheat 5 [gphot/gheat][{1.481 V/(1 + f)EuH2O
2 1} 2

b/(gheatPsun)] (14)

For solar electrolysis at T,p, a minimum insolation energy,

nmin, leaves available for transmittance the requisite thermal

energy. This constrains the minimum electronic excitation

energy and the bandgap, Eg-min, which is determined from

eqn. (12) using aheat values estimated from eqn. (14):

Eg-min 5 nmin(Psun,aheat); Eg-min(AM1.5) 5 nAM1.5(aheat)

aheat(T,p) $ (gphot/gheat)((1.481 V/EuH2O
(T,p)) 2 1) (15)

A value of f 5 0 will overestimate, and b 5 0 will

underestimate, aheat in eqn. (14) as presented in eqn. (15).

Contemporary commercial alkaline water electrolysis cells

exhibit overall f $ 0.15,3 and large surface areas alkaline

electrolysis cells sustain f , 0.05.5 Furthermore, f tends to

diminish with increasing T, facilitating VH2O
which approach

EuH2O
at elevated temperatures, and consistent with the

rigorous upper limit for the solar electrolysis efficiency from

eqn. (9):

gsolar-max(T,p) 5 1.229 gphot/EuH2O
(T,p) (16)

Fig. 5 determines the constraints on gsolar for various values

of gphot. These determinations of the solar water-splitting

energy conversion are calculated from eqn. (16) using the

EuH2O
(T,p) data in Fig. 2, and for various solar water-splitting

system’s minimum allowed bandgap, Eg-min(T,p) from eqn. (15)

for a wide temperature range. The left side of Fig. 5 is for

pH2O
5 1 bar, and the right side calculated for pH2O

5 500 bar.

The rate of increase of gsolar-max with temperature is

significantly greater for higher pressure photoelectrolysis

(pH2O
5 500 bar). However as seen, at these higher pressures,

higher efficiencies are offset by lower accessible temperatures

(for a given bandgap). Larger f in VH2O
will diminish gsolar, but

will extend the usable small bandgap range. The upper end of

experimental contemporary solar conversion efficiencies

ranges from 100gphot 5 19.8% for multicrystalline single

junction photovoltaics, to 27.6% and 32.6% for single junction

and multiple junction photovoltaics.3 The efficiency of solar

thermal conversion is higher, particularly for restricted

spectral range absorption; and values of gheat 5 0.5, 0.7 or 1

are utilized for eqn. (15). While a small bandgap, Eg , 1.23 eV,

is insufficient for water cleavage at 25 uC, its inclusion is of

relevance in two cases, (i) high temperature decreases VH2O
(T)

to below Eg and (ii) when it is part of a multiple bandgap

contributing a portion of a larger overall photopotential. Note

that Eg . 3.0 eV is inadequate for an efficient use of insolation.

Representative results from Fig. 5 for solar water-splitting

to H2 systems from AM1.5 insolation include a 50% solar

Fig. 4 aheat 5 1 2 Prel, the fraction of solar energy available below

nmin,3 with Prel 5 Pl/Psun. Available incident power below nmin is

aheatPsun. Various semiconductor bandgaps are superimposed as

vertical lines.
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energy conversion for a photoelectrolysis system at 638 uC
with pH2O

5 500; pH2
5 1 bar and gphot 5 0.32. However,

this high H2O partial pressure system requires separation of a

low partial pressure of H2. Efficient photoelectrolysis is

also determined for high relative H2, such as for systems

of pH2
5 pH2O

5 1 bar, gheat 5 0.7, and with a

Eg-min 5 Eg(GaAs) 5 1.43 eV, in which efficiencies improve

in Fig. 5 from 28% (at 25 uC) to 42% at 1360 uC, or from

32%(25 uC) to 46% at 1210 uC, or from 36%(25 uC) to 49% at

1060 uC. The case of the GaAs bandgap is of interest, as

efficient multiple bandgap photovoltaics have also been

demonstrated using GaAs as the semiconductor minimum

bandgap component. f generated electrolysis heat is intrinsic

to VH2O
, and will diminish gsolar, but extend the small bandgap

range, Eg-min. Consistent with the larger heat available up to

aheat 5 0.6 in Fig. 4, moderately higher temperatures are

accessible for fixed values of Eg-min in Fig. 5.

Experiment into the efficient solar thermal hybrid/H2 processes

Fletcher, repeating the fascinating suggestion of Brown that

saturated aqueous NaOH will never boil, hypothesized that a

useful medium for water electrolysis might be very high

temperature NaOH saturated, aqueous solutions. These do not

reach a temperature at which they boil at 1 atm due to the high

salt solubility, binding solvent, and changing saturation vapor

pressure, as reflected in their phase diagram.44 We measured

this domain, and also electrolysis in an even higher tempera-

ture domain above which NaOH melts (318 uC) creating a

molten electrolyte with dissolved water, resulting in unex-

pected VH2O
.

Fig. 6 summarizes the measured VH2O
(T) in aqueous

saturated and molten NaOH electrolytes. As seen in the inset,

Pt exhibits low overpotentials to H2 evolution, and is used as a

convenient quasi-reference electrode in the measurements

which follow. As also seen in the inset, Pt exhibits a known

large overpotential to O2 evolution as compared to a Ni

electrode or to EuH2O
(25 uC) 5 1.23 V. This overpotential loss

Fig. 5 Solar to H2 conversion efficiency calculated at AM1.5 and at pH2O
5 1 bar (left side), and at pH2O

5 500 bar (right side).3

Fig. 6 VH2O
, measured in aqueous saturated or molten NaOH, at

1 atm. The molten electrolyte is prepared from heated, solid NaOH

with steam injection. The O2 anode is 0.6 cm2 Pt foil. IR and polariza-

tion losses are minimized by sandwiching 5 mm from each side of the

anode, two interconnected Pt cathodes. Fig. inset: At 25u, 3 electrode

values at 5 mVs21 versus Ag/AgCl, with either 0.6 cm2 Pt or Ni foil.40
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diminishes at moderately elevated temperatures, and as seen in

the main portion of the figure, at 125 uC there is a 0.4 V

decrease in the O2 activation potential at a Pt surface. Through

300 uC in Fig. 6, measured VH2O
remains greater than the

calculated thermodynamic rest potential. Unexpectedly, VH2O

at 400 uC and 500 uC in molten NaOH occurs at values

substantially smaller than that predicted. These measured

values include voltage increases due to IR and hydrogen

overpotentials and hence provide an upper bound to the

unusually small electrochemical potential. Even at relatively

large rates of water-splitting (30 mA cm22) at 1 atm, a

measured VH2O
in Fig. 6 is observed to be below that predicted

by theory at temperatures above the 318 uC NaOH melting

point in Fig. 2. Comparing the figures, the observed VH2O

values at high temperature approach that calculated for a

thermodynamic system of 500 bar, rather than at 1 bar, H2O.

A source of the nominally less than thermodynamic water

splitting potentials is described in Scheme 4. Shown on the left

hand is the single compartment cell utilized here. Cathodically

generated H2 is in close proximity to the anode, while anodic

O2 is generated near the cathode. Their presence will facilitate

the water-forming back reaction, and at the electrodes this

recombination will diminish the potential. In addition to the

observed low potentials, two observations support this

recombination effect. The generated H2 and O2 is collected,

but is consistent with a coulombic efficiency of #50% (varying

with T, j and interelectrode separation). Consistent with the

right hand side of Scheme 4, when conducted in separated

anode/cathode compartments, this observed efficiency is 98%–

100%. Here, however, all cell open circuit potentials increase to

beyond the thermodynamic potential, and at j 5 100 mA cm22

yields measured VH2O
values of 1.45 V, 1.60 V, 1.78 V at 500u,

400u, and 300u, which are approximately 450 mV higher than

the equivalent values for the single configuration cell.

The recombination phenomenon offers advantages (low

VH2O
), but also disadvantages (H2 losses), requiring study to

balance these competing effects to optimize energy efficiency.

In molten NaOH, temperature variation effects of DGuf(H2O)

and the recombination of the water splitting products can have

a pronounced effect on solar driven electrolysis. As compared

to 25 uC data in Fig. 6, only half the potential is required to

split water at 500 uC, over a wide current density range.

The unused thermal photons which are not required in

semiconductor photodriven charge generation, can contribute

to heating water to facilitate electrolysis at an elevated

temperature. The characteristics of one, two, or three series

interconnected solar visible efficient photosensitizers, in accord

with the manufacturer’s calibrated standards, are presented in

Fig. 7. These silicon photovoltaics are designed for efficient

photoconversion under concentrated insolation (gsolar 5 26.3%

at 50 suns). Superimposed on the photovoltaic response curves

in the figure are the water electrolysis current densities for one,

or two series interconnected, 500 uC molten NaOH single

compartment cell configuration electrolyzers.

Constant illumination, generates for the three series cells, a

constant photopotential for stability measurements at suffi-

cient power to drive two series molten NaOH electrolyzers. At

this constant power, and as presented in the lower portion of

Fig. 7, the rate of water-splitting appears fully stable over an

extended period. In addition, as measured and summarized in

Scheme 4 Inter-electrode recombination can diminish VH2O
and occurs in open (left), but not in isolated (right), configurations; such as with or

without a Zr2O mix fiber separator between the Pt electrodes.40

Fig. 7 Photovoltaic and electrolysis charge transfer for thermal

electrochemical solar driven water-splitting. Photocurrent is shown

for 1, 2 or three 1.561 cm2 HECO 335 Si photovoltaics in series at

50 suns which drive 500 uC molten NaOH steam electrolysis using Pt

gauze anode and cathodes. Inset: electrolysis current stability.40
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the upper portion of the figure, for the overlapping region

between the solid triangle and open square curves, a single Si

photovoltaic can drive 500 uC water-splitting, albeit at an

energy beyond the maximum power point voltage, and

therefore at diminished efficiency. This appears to be the first

case in which an external, single, small bandgap photosentizer

can cleave water, and is accomplished by tuning the water-

splitting electrochemical potential to decrease below the Si

open circuit photovoltage. VH2O-tuned is accomplished by two

phenomena: (i) the thermodynamic decrease of EH2O
with

increasing temperature, and (ii) a partial recombination of

the water-splitting products. VH2O-tuned can drive system

efficiency advances, e.g. AlGaAs/GaAs, transmits more

insolation, EIR , 1.4 eV, than Si to heat water, and with

gphoto over 30%, prior to system engineering losses, calculates

to over 50% gsolar to H2.

Fundamental details of splitting of the thermal and visible

insolation, with the former to heat water for electrolysis, and

the latter to drive electrical charge formation, have been

presented. In addition, experimental components, of the

representation described in Scheme 3, of efficient solar driven

generation of H2 fuel at 40–50% solar energy conversion

efficiencies appear to be technologically available. Without

inclusion of high temperature effects, we had already

experimentally achieved gsolar . 0.18, using an gphot 5

0.20 AlGaAs/Si system.5 Our use of more efficient,

(gphot 5 26.3% at 50 sun, and inclusion of heat effects and

the elevated temperature decrease of the water electrolysis

potential, substantially enhances, gsolar.
40 Existing, higher

gphot 5 0.28 to 0.33 systems should achieve proportionally

higher results.

Photoelectrochemical cells tend to be unstable, which is

likely to be exacerbated at elevated temperatures. Hence, the

hybrid solar/thermal hydrogen process will be particularly

conducive to photovoltaic, rather than photoelectrochemical,

driven electrolysis. The photovoltaic component is used for

photodriven charge into the electrolysis component, but does

not contact the heated electrolyte. In this case the high

efficiencies appear accessible, stable photovoltaics are com-

monly driven with concentrated insolation and specific to the

system model here, heat will be purposely filtered from the

insolation prior to incidence on the photovoltaic component.

Dielectric filters used in laser optics split insolation without

absorption losses. For example, in a system based on a

parabolic concentrator, a casegrain configuration may be used,

with a mirror made from fused silica glass with a dielectric

coating acting as band pass filter. The system will form two

focal spots with different spectral configuration, one at the

focus of the parabola and the other at the focus of the

casegrain.45 The thermodynamic limit of concentration is

46 000 suns, the brightness of the surface of the sun. In a

medium with refractive index greater than one, the upper limit

is increased by 2 times the refractive index, although this value

is reduced by reflective losses and surface errors of the

reflective surfaces, the tracking errors of the mirrors and

dilution of the mirror field. Specifically designed optical

absorbers, such as parabolic concentrators or solar towers,

can efficiently generate a solar flux with concentrations of

y2000 suns, generating temperatures in excess of 1000 uC.46

Commercial alkaline electrolysis occurs at temperatures up

to 150 uC and pressures to 30 bar, and super-critical

electrolysis to 350 uC and 250 bar.47 Although less developed

than their fuel cell counterparts which have 100 kW systems in

operation and developed from the same oxides,48 zirconia and

related solid oxide based electrolytes for high temperature

steam electrolysis can operate efficiently at 1000 uC,49 and

approach the operational parameters necessary for efficient

solar driven water-splitting. Efficient multiple bandgap solar

cells absorb light up to the bandgap of the smallest bandgap

component. Thermal radiation is assumed to be split off

(removed and utilized for water heating) prior to incidence on

the semiconductor and hence will not substantially effect the

bandgap. Highly efficient photovoltaics have been demon-

strated at a solar flux with a concentration of several hundred

suns. AlGaAs/GaAs has yielded at gphot efficiency of 27.6%,

and a GaInP/GaAs cell 30.3% at 180 suns concentration, while

GaAs/Si has reached 29.6% at 350 suns, InP/GaInAs 31.8%,

and GaAs/GaSb 32.6% with concentrated insolation, and new

approaches using semiconductor nanoparticles for photovol-

taic cells have been reported.3,50

Conclusions

Solar energy driven water-splitting combines several attractive

features for energy utilization. The energy source (sun) and

reactive media (water) for solar water-splitting are readily

available and are renewable, and the resultant fuel (generated

H2) and its discharge product (water) are each environmentally

benign. An overview of solar thermal processes for the

generation of hydrogen is presented, and compared to

alternate solar hydrogen processes. In particular, a hybrid

solar thermal/electrochemical process combines efficient

photovoltaics and concentrated excess sub-bandgap heat into

highly efficient elevated temperature solar electrolysis of water

and generation of H2 fuel. Efficiency is further enhanced by

excess super-bandgap and non-solar sources of heat, but

diminished by losses in polarization and photo-electrolysis

power matching. Solar concentration can provide the high

temperature and diminish the requisite surface area of efficient

electrical energy conversion components, and high tempera-

ture electrolysis components are available, suggesting that

combination into highly efficient solar generation of H2 will be

attainable.
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